
Sonic Foundry’s Mediasite Live™ 
Makes the Grade for York University’s e-Learning Needs

Customer Profile  
York offers a full range of programs and degrees in: social sciences and humanities, fine arts, pure and applied sciences, health 
studies, education, environmental studies, law, and business and is setting the contemporary standard in academic 
excellence, and innovative research and thinking. 

Customer Challenge 
 As one of the premier educational facilities in North America, York has attracted an increasing number of students worldwide. However, its well-earned respect and 
popularity came with a price: a swelling of the university’s classrooms. In addition, a growing percentage of its students are adults trying to balance career, family and 
education. About three years ago, the university began using RealAudio to deliver online lectures, and later added RealVideo, but it was dissatisfied with the two-
dimension experience this provided the students. It was desperate for a system that could combine the audio, video and graphic components of a typical classroom 
lecture. 

York’s professors and directors believed a multimedia online learning solution could address nearly all their growing pains and even improve the quality of students’ 
education, but wanted a system that would not create additional work for the faculty. In fact, that caveat was stipulated in the faculty union contract. As a result, 
York assembled a research team to find an e-learning solution that: 1) Required little or no technical expertise or training; 2) Offered live and on-demand rich media 
via the Internet; and 3) Eliminated the need for costly and time-consuming post production. The research team evaluated dozens of technologies and found many that 
met one or more of the criteria, but none that met all four requirements. Finally, after two years of evaluation, it found one that did: Sonic Foundry®’s Mediasite™ 
Live (http://www.sonicfoundry.com/systems/mslive.asp).

Mediasite Live Web Presentation System
 Once York discovered Mediasite Live, educators there immediately began envisioning how the versatile Web presentation solution could be incorporated into its 
teaching curriculum to most effectively reach its rapidly growing student body. 

Why Professors Like It – Mediasite Live’s  “presenter-friendly” design means educators can continue to focus on teaching, 
instead of having to learn multimedia or Web design software programs. They simply plug their notebook PCs into the system. 
There is no new software to load. No new skills to learn. No extra time required. No need to submit their slides ahead of time 
for encoding. Mediasite Live automates all the necessary processes — capturing, encoding, integration, streaming and 
archiving of all the audio video and graphic content in real time. In addition, unlike other Web presentation systems that limit 
users to PowerPoint®, Mediasite Live gives York professors the ability to use any variety of presentation peripherals as teaching 
tools, such as document cameras, graphics tablets and smart boards. Mediasite Live’s high-resolution capture capability 
enables them to use whatever is appropriate. 

Why Students Like It – For York University students, Mediasite Live means the convenience of accessing courses remotely and simply — live or on-demand — anywhere, 
anytime using their Web browser. Now, more students can continue their education online as their schedules permit, reducing the problems associated with 
overcrowded classrooms and the headaches of commuting. Furthermore, Mediasite Live’s unique navigation capability allows students to quickly preview the content 
of archived lectures. Select a thumbnail and the audio and video synchronizes to that specific point in the presentation. The university has seen spikes in on-demand 
usage just before exams, indicating students are using the archives to review course material. 
 
Next Steps: 
Given the results to date, York plans to expand its online learning program to a broader student population by purchasing and incorporating more Mediasite Live 
systems into its classroom facilities. The university is in the process of outfitting some of its classrooms with robotically controlled cameras and state-of-the-art 
computer systems to make them Web-enabled. In the December 2002 issue of Distance Education Report, Kelly Parke, senior multimedia designer at York University, 
predicted that in five years Mediasite Live will be another appliance that’s regularly used in the classroom and it will become “the electronic overhead of the future.”
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“With Mediasite Live, we are striving to add value to our existing lecture spaces by extending 
the opportunities for education beyond their walls,” said Dalton Kehoe, associate professor of 
social science and communications studies at York University and a frequent speaker on the 
effective use of technology in teaching. “Just as important, it will add value from the 
students’ point of view. Particularly, those who work part-time are very time-driven, so any 
expansion of access to lectures needs to be done in a way that would give them more 
flexibility in managing their schedules.”
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